
User Manual

Please read this manual before operating your 

light and keep it for future reference.

1000
2000R 

means Sun God

A

How lucky and grateful we are to win your trust 
and favor!

This hard-own trust returns you a 3 year warranty 
plus 30 days satisfaction or return guarantee.

We’d like to express our apologies to you for any 
dissatisfaction.
Please contact us at support@parfactworks.com 
BEFORE leaving review or applying a refund, we  
will do anything we can do for a 100% (more than) 
satisfaction.

That would be amazing if you and your plants love 
the light and if you could take a minute to leave us 
an honest review, your valued opinion will really 
help others. 

All the best and happy growing.

PARFACTWORKS Team

www.
support@parfactworks.com

parfactworks.com
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Daisy Chain available for both Ra1000 and Ra2000 lights, 
any universal power cords will do the job, don’t need any 
extra cables for the daisy chain. 

Each light comes with 1PCS universal power cord.

The total combined wattage for daisy chained lights should 
not exceed 600W for safety.
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Installation

doesn't spin.
Hanger Kit x 2
2 wires per clip to make the light stable and  

Rope Ratchet x 2
Pair of 1/8" heavy duty, Weight Capacity:75lbs per ratchet, 150lbs/pair.
Rope Length: 8 Feet, a lot of extra rope.

Each light comes with a pair of hanging kits and a pair of rope ratchet.

Connect the device with the light hangers provided to the hanging point.

This product should be installed by a person who is familiar with the construction 
and operation in accordance with the applicable installation instructions.

Read the instruction before powering /using the device, the safety instructions 
must be taken in consideration and respected in order to avoid user error, which 
will cause damages.

Before connecting the appliance, make sure that the type of current and voltage 
are compatible with the device.

Do not unplug while unit is powered on, the electrical system you want to connect 
to the device must be grounded.

Warm Hints

√× ××

*Light is not waterproof, and ensure a safe electricity environment and normative operation. 
**Do not look directly at the LED bulbs when the light is ON, use your grow glasses.

***Indoor use only.
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